NEGATIVE VOLITION & MISERIES IN THE WORLD
Bad decisions limit future options. Believers and unbelievers do stupid things that divorce
then from reality and blame others for the effects of their negative volition.
God is rational and He reveals Himself to the teachable, humble, willing to obey and with
positive volition believers. Under arrogance complex, the negative volition people ignore
God through preoccupation with self (old sinful nature). Under hatred complex, the negative
volition people attack God, His plan of grace, and Bible doctrine.
An unbeliever who adheres to the divine establishment but then reacts with negative
volition will begin to oppose the very truth they formerly believed. That is why, people who
rejected the Gospel of Christ also rejected the correct principles of divine establishmentstheir last spiritual state is worse than the former volition [2 Peter 2:20].
Each rejection of truth by believer or unbeliever intensifies negative volition until the
individual has locked himself into extreme antagonism toward God [Exodus 9:34-35]. Each
rejection of truth from negative volition adds miseries that affect the lives of the individual
concerned and the life of the people surrounding him.
Every individual manufactures self-made miseries through negative volition expresses by
bad decisions that are contrary to the will, plan and purpose of God. Human negative
volition is the cause of human miseries and tragedies. We create our own miseries and
problems that divert us away from God.
When by your negative volition, you embrace satanic ideas or viewpoint, YOU BECOME
YOUR OWN ENEMY. You accept demonic doctrines because your volition operates without
truth of the Bible (Bible doctrine)- your soul is empty of God’s Word. This condition is called
“vacuum in the soul” and will results to hardening of the soul.1
When negative volition succeeds in creating vacuum in the soul, the rejection of God’s Word
becomes automatic and morally accepted for the person involved. When you reject Bible
doctrine, you open yourself to receive satanic doctrine willfully and progressively. Satanic
doctrine is the destructive substitute for doctrine.
When human negative volition presents any opportunity, Satan seizes the initiative for evil
viewpoint (human and satanic doctrine) to infiltrate the soul until he can no longer make
good decisions. Very severe darkness from spiritual blindness will black out his soul until he
develops hardening of the heart [2 Corinthians 4:3-4, Exodus 7:22, 9:34].
Negative volition can be a subtle detour from the truth of the Bible – a major distraction to
spiritual growth and maturity. Because, unknowingly or deliberately, you fall victim to
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satanic influence by your own volition, you choose to submit to the spirit working among the
children of disobedience (those with negative volition) Eph 2:2)
Through our active or passive consent, you create an opening for demonic doctrines to
enter your soul. Bible doctrine is objective reality –not just subjective. Arrogance distorts all
truth. If a person indulges in arrogance, he loses all objectivity and distorts God’s Word.
God is logical not illogical therefore, knowledge of the truth (Bible doctrine) is the only
environment of genuine thought.

